
Response to the comments for the Manuscript (Manuscript ID 86720) 

entitled “Use of Ilizarov technique for bilateral knees flexion contracture in 

Juvenile-onset ankylosing spondylitis: a case report” 

 

We thank the Editor and the Reviewers for their constructive comments 

that have greatly helped to improve the manuscript. We have responded to 

the comments point-by-point and thoroughly revised the manuscript 

accordingly. All changes have been highlighted in yellow in the revision. 

We hope that the revision has improved the manuscript to a level of 

quality sufficient for acceptance in “World Journal of Clinical Cases”. 

 

Comments: 

1-The title: Use of Ilizarov technique for bilateral knees flexion 

contracture in Juvenile-onset ankylosing spondylitis: a case report.The name 

of the disease is juvenile ankylosing spondylitis, why do you use the word 

onset. Please, correct the title. It sounds better like: Use of the Ilizarov 

distraction technique for bilateral knee contracture in juvenile ankylosing 

spondylitis: a case report. 

Reply: 

Thank you very much for raising the important question regarding the 

name of the disease. We acknowledge that when we wrote the title of this 

article, we were confused whether or not to choose the word onset as part of 

the name of the disease. Because we found that some of the literature used 

onset, while others did not [1-2].Some literature gives a clear definition of the 

disease.When symptom onset occurs in individuals <16 years of age and 

individuals go on to develop radiographic sacroiliitis at a later stage, the 

disease is termed juvenile-onset AS[3-4].However, we did not find specific 

literature on the name specification of this disease. We prefer to use the word 

onset because it is more capable of enabling the reader to understand the 

characteristics of the disease from the name of the disease itself. 
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2-Diagnosis: you specify only KFC as a complication, may be associated 

with severe KFC (HFC was also present) You did not specify the rate of 

distraction in the text.  

 

Reply:  

We thank the reviewer for this comment.I don't quite understand the last 

sentence,i.e. " specify the rate of distraction in the text".We guess，reviewer 

want to know why we did not elaborate HFC. The patient had a combination 

of KFC as well as HFC, but the focus of this case report was on treatment with 

the ilizarov technique for KFC. Hip flexor deformity incision and release was 

not the focus of this case report. 

In light of the diagnostic and therapeutic integrity, the inclusion of HFC has 

been incorporated into the diagnosis and highlighted in yellow. 



   

 

 

3-There are a lot of spelling and grammar mistakes that should be corrected, 

I believe. First of all, you use capital letters where it is not needed: 

Juvenile-Onset ankylosing spondylitis Ankylosing Spondylitis our 

Orthopedic Clinic and several more instances.  

Grammar: However, its use to treat KFC-associated JAS has not been 

reported. It is JAS-associated KFC. The patient can walk normally until the 

age of eight. Change for could or was able to walk. Spine plain radiography – 

better: plain radiographs of the spine.There are several sentences with plain.... 

Reply:  

We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have checked and corrected 

the grammar and spelling carefully throughout the manuscript. All the 

revised parts are highlighted in yellow.  

 

 

4- The sentence about no family history is repeated twice. 

Reply: 

   Thank you for pointing out the issue of repeated family history in the 

manuscript. We have taken note of this problem and have made corrections in 

the revised version. We will carefully review and proofread the manuscript to 

ensure that such errors are eliminated in the final version. 

 

5-In this study, the patient did not develop ????? Wrong notion. The patient 

presented in this study…. Therefore, we recommend ... (You advice???? or 

You offered to the patient the plan of your treatment.  

Reply: 

   Thank you very much for your comments.We apologize that our 

description was imprecise and confusing. What we want to express here is 



that we offered to the patient the plan of our treatment. we have polished our 

expression in revision. All the revised parts are highlighted in yellow. 

 

 

6-Conclusion It is better omit generalization in your conclusion and put it in 

Discussion Squatting gait is clinically rare due to JAS. Premature arthroplasty 

can increase the need for subsequent replacements in young JAS patients. 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have omitted generalization 

in our conclusion and made some additions in the revised version.All the 

revised parts are highlighted in yellow. 

 

7- Some abbreviations are explained by you several times. Please, do it only at 

first appearance 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have checked the 

abbreviations carefully throughout the manuscript and found Ankylosing 

spondylitis and Juvenile-onset ankylosing spondylitis are explained several 

times in abstract,core tip and introduction.We checked again the basic rules 

on abbreviation provided by Baishideng.The original statement read: 

1) Title: Abbreviations are not permitted. Please spell out any abbreviation 

in the title. 

 

(2) Running title: Abbreviations are permitted. Also, please shorten the 

running title to no more than 6 words. 

 

(3) Abstract: Abbreviations must be defined upon first appearance in the 

Abstract. Example 1: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Example 

2: Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori). 

 



(4) Key Words: Abbreviations must be defined upon first appearance in the 

Key Words. 

 

(5) Core Tip: Abbreviations must be defined upon first appearance in the 

Core Tip. Example 1: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Example 

2: Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) 

 

(6) Main Text: Abbreviations must be defined upon first appearance in the 

Main Text. Example 1: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Example 

2: Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) 

 

(7) Article Highlights: Abbreviations must be defined upon first 

appearance in the Article Highlights. Example 1: Hepatocellular carcinoma 

(HCC). 

 

Also,we checked other author`s case report published in “World Journal of 

Clinical Cases”.We found that some abbreviations are explained several times 

in abstract,core tips and introduction.For example:Almulhim A, Almoallem B, 

Alsirrhy E, Osman EA. Unique Roberts syndrome with bilateral congenital 

glaucoma: A case report. World J Clin Cases. 2023;11(19):4635-4639. 

doi:10.12998/wjcc.v11.i19.4635. 

 

 



 

 

 

All the other revised parts are highlighted in yellow.  

 

 

8  The introduction could provide a brief overview of the Ilizarov technique, 

particularly for readers less familiar with orthopedic procedures. This would 

ensure that readers of varying backgrounds can grasp the significance of the 

method in the context of KFC management.The discussion section could 

elaborate on the potential implications of this case study for clinical practice 

and research. Addressing questions such as the broader applicability of the 

Ilizarov technique for similar cases, its potential benefits compared to other 

interventions, and the need for further studies to validate its efficacy would 

enhance the discussion's depth. 

 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment.Initially we wrote the paper with a 

brief description of the ilizarov technique in the introductory section. 

However, upon recognizing that the article surpassed the prescribed word 

limit, we subsequently abbreviated the content. We agree with the 

reviewers.And we believe that an introduction to the ilzarov technique is 

essential, so we have added a brief overview of the Ilizarov technique in the 

introduction. 

The Ilizarov technique has been widely used for fracture management, limb 

salvage, and limb deformity correction for many years.Compared to other 

interventions, its potential benefits and disadvantages have been described in 



detail in the past literature[1-3], and the present report is an extension of the 

application of the ilizaarov technique on this basis.To enhance the 

discussion's depth,we added some sentences to the discussion. 

All the revised parts are highlighted in yellow. 
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9  Given the unique nature of the case, discussing any challenges or 

limitations encountered during the treatment process would be valuable. This 

could give readers a more comprehensive understanding of the 

considerations and complexities of managing such cases.  

 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment.We agree with the reviewer that 

challenges were encountered during the treatment.The great challenge we 

countered was knee extension stiffness because of prolonged immobilization 

of both knee joints. The solution to the problem we put in the treatment 

part.Other problems such as high lever pain and sleep disturbance which 

were common complications of external fixation had been added in 

discussion. 



The shortcoming of this case report is the short follow-up period. All the 

revised parts are highlighted in yellow. 

 

 

 

10.  The article was well written good description , pictures good outcome a 

few comments on improving the understanding and quality of the paper 

Kindly include a few xrays with the fixator at the beginning and end of 

correction and at follow up. 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment.We agree with the reviewer's 

comment that x-rays with the fixator at the beginning and end of correction 

and at follow up should be included in the manufacture. Immediate 

postoperative lifting of patients for X-rays increases patient distress, so the 

patients' first postoperative X-rays were taken at one week postoperatively. 

The patient did not undergo X-ray imaging following the complete extension 

of the knee, whereas X-ray imaging was performed subsequent to the removal 

of the external fixation. One year post-surgery, the patient was contacted to 

attend hospital follow-up appointment and advised to undergo an X-ray 

examination. However, the patient expressed confidence in their satisfactory 

recovery and deemed an X-ray examination unnecessary, consequently 

declining the recommendation. We postulated that the patient's unfavorable 

financial circumstances could potentially account for their decision. 

X-rays of the patient one week after surgery and after removal of the 

external fixator had been added and showed in image file. 

 

 

11. Kindly elaborate the range of movement change /improvement with 

anaesthesia and after soft tissue release.  



Reply:We thank the reviewer for this comment.Indeed, this is the case，after 

soft tissue release the patient's KFC deformity was partly corrected. And the 

range of movement of the knee joints inproved after surgery. But 

unfortunately, we didn't record a specific value for deformity improvement.  

 

 

12. The deformity tends to partly correct with gentle manipulation under GA 

Kindly discuss why soft tissue release followed by plaster of paris casting and 

gradual wedging and correction could not be considered. kindly elaborate on 

the post operative care and emphasis on physiotherapy to maintain ROM 

Reply: 

We thank the reviewer for this comment.This is a very good question.The 

main reasons why we used ilizarov ring external fixator instead of casts after 

partial correction of the deformity are listed as follows: 

First of all, Ilizarov ring external fixators could be used to increase the joint 

width.To prevent compression of the articular cartilage during distraction, 

knee joint pace needs to be stretched[1]. 

  Second,knee distraction may promotes the regeneration of articular 

cartilage [2-3]. 

Thirdly,The Ilizarov technique continuously and slowly distracts the knee 

Joint.However, plaster of paris casting do not have these features. 

The task of preserving knee extension and preventing the reappearance of 

deformity poses a formidable challenge.We have occupational therapists 

working for postoperative care and rehabilitation services.But regular 

follow-up and high level of compliance of patient is the key. 



 

physiotherapist provided physiotherapy for the patient 
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